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proposed tuition hike
may threaten students
ST. PAUL — Chancellor G.
Theodore Mitau said Oct. 5 the
Council for Economic
Development and Carnegie
Commission proposals for
substantially increased tuition
at public colleges contain
nothing new. ''Such
redistribution schemes have
been widely discussed by the
Higher Education Coordinating
Commission and the Minnesota
Legislature and rejected,"
Mitau noted.
"Careful analysis indicates
substantially increased tuition
would close the door to higher
education to thousands of
women and men who are
already experiencing
extraordinary difficulties in
meeting the rising costs of
attending college. A doubling of
tuition as proposed by the
Council for Economic
Development in practical terms
would result in student aids
inadequate for those in need
while adding a heavy financial
burden to middle class students
who would not qualify for
assistance. For such students,
the recent observation of
Representative
O'Hara,
Chairman of the House Special
Committee on Education, has
particular meaning... 'It is time
to blow the whistle on the

growing tendency of the rich to
make grandiose plans to aid the
poor with the money of the
middle class.'
"Rather than dwelling on
proposals which are inadequate
and opportunity-inhibiting, we
would hope that serious
consideration would be directed
towards suggestions for tuition
inducements that would expand
the utilization of our valuable
educational resources. The high
tuition goal of the Council of
Economic Development
effectively removes greatly
needed
post-secondary
educational opportunities and
new advanced career
development from many of our
fellow citizens — not only those
in financial need but
increasingly members of the
middle class hit hard by
inflation and rising costs,"
Mitau concluded.

. .Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau ... "It Is time to blow the
whistle on the growing tendency of the rich to make
grandiose plans to aid the poor with the money of the middle
class."
—

college fees steadily increase
By Steve Briggs

Fifteen years ago, when the
'58 T Bird was the hottest thing
on wheels and being a member
of the Moorhead State College

drill squad was not considered students were charged an
a b n o r m a l , u n d e r g r a d u a t e additional $5 tutiton.
students paid $40 tuition per
quarter whether they took 12
Since that time, the price of a
credits or 20.
Out-of-state four-year college education has
nearly tripled.

cost hike gaining support
By Steve Briggs
aid, than they are
now
receiving from the federal
government to enable them to
survive.
The proposal for increased
public tuition has also received
support from the Carnegie
Commission on Higher
Education, the College
The report, written by the Entrance Examination Board,
New York Times Service, and the Nixon Administration.
stated, "The recommendation
Arden Berg, business
(to double tuition) by the
Committee for Economic manager at MSC, called the
Development adds a respected proposal unfair, saying it would
voice, in an intensifying add "a major burden to middle
national controversy, to the income students and parents,
argument that government and would probably force many
subsidies of higher education to drop out of college or take out
should not benefit all students big loans."
equally, but should be
concentrated on those who
demonstrate greatest need,
even though one result is
increased financial pressure on
the middle class."
Those people wanting to vote
The Committee for Economic In this fall's Moorhead
Development, which is an Municipal Election should
influential business-oriented register on third floor of City
research group, contends Hall before j:30 p.m. Oct. 16, if
private institutions have been they wish to avoid registration
hit hardest by increased costs lines on election day.
and decreasing
enrollments,
and therefore should receive a
substantially larger amount of
According to a report
published in the Minneapolis
Tribune Oct. 1, a proposal to
double the students' cost of
college tuition is gaining
support in both political and
economic circles across the
nation.

Photo by Dave Benning

Tuition fees have risen the
most among all expenditures
for a college education. Todays
non-resident tuition expense for
one quarter would have paid six
Berg presently has two sons quarters of non-resident tuition
in college, with another to enroll in 1958.

next year. "According to the
College Scholarship Service,
(the agency which approves all
student loans) I should be
spending
one third of my
income on each of my sons in
college. Next year, when I have
three sons in college, where
does that leave the rest of the
family? Think what would
happen if tuition were to be
doubled."
The proposal has come under
heavy attack by public college
groups and others, and no
legislative action on the
proposal has been taken.

MSC voters asked to register by

According to the
undergraduate catalog, the
Bulletin (1958 edition),
estimated quarterly expenses
were listed as follows:
Tuition
$40
Room and board (double or
triple room)
$170
Parking fee (annually)
$1
Activity fee (including health
services)
$10
Books and supplies
$20
TOTAL
$241
Even prices for clothing,
entertainment and other nonschool expenses were
comparatively low in 1958.
g\
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$1,000 was considered the
average expenditure for one
year of college.
By 1963,the tuition system had
been revised to a credit-hour
basis, at the fee of $4.25 per
undergraduate credit-hour and
$6.50 for non-residents. Sixteen
credits cost a student $68,
parking fees were still $1, room
and board had increased by $50
to $220 for a double room, and
books cost approximately $27,
according to '63 Bulletin. The
catalog stated a Minnesota
resident, carrying 16
undergraduate credits per
quarter, could attend MSC for
one year on $1,500.
The current edition of the
Bulletin claims one year of
college presently costs
Minnesota residents
approximately $1,875 and nonresidents about $2,250. These
figures do not include this fall's
increases in both tuition and
room and board, and it is
questionable a student will
spend only $450 for the entire
year on personal and incidental
expenses, such as looks,
clothing, supplies, recreation
and travel.

Sixteen
undergraduate
credits, double room and 21
meals per week, plus books and
supplies, activity fees, parking
sticker, and recreational and
travel expenses may cost a
student from $650 to $900 per
Voters may register at polling
Everett Lacy, Moorhead city quarter, depending upon such
places on election day, Nov. 6 if clerk, said his office is variables as whether the
they do not register earlier. attempting to set up a poll at s t u d e n t i s a r e s i d e n t o f
Concordia College Auditorium.
...Continued on Page 4
Students who register in There are eight polling places in
Moorhead must sign a card Moorhead. You must vote in the
releasing their home town precinct in which you live.
r e g i s t r a t i o n . R e s i d e n c y Students living in MSC dorms
requirement is 30 days.
vote in Nemzek Fieldhouse.
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Union Plaza construction to begin
S3QQ:
By Carol Braun
Work on the Union Plaza,
designed for the open area
between Comstock Memorial
Union and Lommen Hall, may
begin this fall, according to Dr.
Earl Herring, vice president of
Administrative Affairs.

b"" AAve.

Minneapolis, following a study
of the campus that included
pedestrian traffic patterns,
windflow and exterior lighting.
The Plaza calls for a freeflowing sidewalk weaving
around mounded grassy areas.

Landscaping will include
The Union Plaza was planned trees and shrubs around the
by Interdesign, Inc. of green area and a row of trees
along 6th Avenue to create an
inviting entrance for offcampus people attending union
activities, Herring said. The
plan will also make the 6th
Avenue door the main entrance
and drop-off point for the Union.

Cl)~Trsti

Benches and outside lighting
Skruks
will also be installed on the
Ai««t '
Plaza.
The sidewalk will
1—Benches
probably be surfaced with
asphalt rather than concrete,
Herring said. "Asphalt blends
with the surroundings, is a
pleasant surface to walk on, has The new union plaza sidewalks
considerable more resiliency
than concrete and costs * s." budgeted for this purpose at the
same time the $1.6 million
He added it is possible to second phase of the Union was
blend asphalt for a fine, smooth built in 1971. "The money is
surface, unlike a paved road. available and some federal
The sidewalk areas will be funds are involved," Herring
flooded in the winter to create a said, "So they are anxious for us
to complete it."
skating rink.
However, Herring plans to
visit Eastern Illinois University, a school that has
used asphalt extensively, next
week before plans for the Plaza
are finalized.
The Union Plaza is to be
constructed with $60,000

will be flooded in the winter to

The landscaping portion would
not be completed until spring.

become a skating rink.

wind and flowering trees on the
southeast edge by the Union and
the library. The Plaza design
has received good acceptance
from students and the plant
development
committee,
Herring said.

The plans released so far
have been preliminary, with
final plans expected to be drawn
up this week. Herring said he
did not foresee that any
substantial changes would be
The Union Plaza is a small
Herring said bids on the made, but explained there may part of the master site plan
actual construction will be modifications in order to drawn up by Interdesign, Inc.
probably be out by Nov. 1, so save some trees already for the entire campus. No funds
work could start this fall "if the growing next to Lommen and are available right now to work
weather cooperates". He hopes the library.
on any other portions of the
the basic earth work can be
plan, however, it will probably
The preliminary design calls be completed over the next 15
done, the drainage system
installed and the sidewalks for mainly spruce trees on the years in three separate phases,
surfaced before winter sets in. northwest edge to break the according to Herring.

Why do some people think
Bud is sort of special?
Go ahead and find out why!

S SPORTING GOODS
DOWNTOWN - FARGO - 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N. P. Ave.

(Brewing beer right does make a difference.)

Moorhead
Fargo

THINK SNOW
and visit the N.W.'s largest ski shop.

LAMP
LITE
LOUNGE
Now
Opening
11:00 A.
AREAS
TOP BANDS
8:30 - 1:00

Serving Sandwiches

When you say Budweiser®, you've said it all!

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS

1 - 4
HOLIDAY MALL

Tal1 &
Powerful

MOORHEAD, MINN.
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sight, sound exhibits highlight emphasis day
By M. A. Young
Follow these instructions
carefully, (1) Read this
newspaper.
(2) Store this
newspaper in a safe, dry, place.
(3) Walk over to Comstock
Memorial Union Main Lounge
and Balcony and view all the

•exhibits at Communication
Emphasis Day, another Dragon
Daze event.
Today from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
the Union will be bursting with
exhibits involved in the Mass

Communications. This evening
at 7:30, Michael Dann, past
president of CBS, will speak on
"Our Wired Society". This talk
will take place in the Center for
the Arts Auditorium and is free.
Karen Neumann (so-

Minneapolis), chairman of an exhibit of their black and
Emphasis Day, stresses there white and color television and
w i l l b e " t h o u s a n d s a n d Northwestern Bell Company
thousands and thousands of will have an exhibit of the video
dollars of equipment on display phone.
If possible, the
in the Union." These exhibits Moorhead Police Department
will include a quadraphonic will try to bring in their police
stereo system set up for student scanner to instruct students on
listening. It will also be possible the use of it.
to listen to those old radio
programs "the older
WDAY-TV will broadcast it's
generation" talks about. Rear Party Line program from the
screen projection will let one main lounge from 3 to 4 p.m.
see some old television The Moorhead State College
orograms such as the Smothers Computer Science Department
3rothers Show.
will have a television terminal
set up and the Physics
Other displays will include D e p a r t m e n t w i l l b e
ackground music from both demonstrating a hologram
a d i o a n d t e l e v i s i o n which transmits layser beam
^mmercials and a complete pictures.
KMSC and the
)lor television studio set up ADVOCATE will also be on
ith cameras and monitors.
hand to inform students of their
The Sony company will have services to the community.

The WDAY talk show Party Line will be broadcast live from the CMU lounge, today at 3 p.m
as part of Homecoming's Emphasis Day, "Communications Awareness."

group initiates new fee system Budget Committee develops

By Jean Farrand
Minnesota Public Interest Manager; Earl Herring, vice
Research Group (MPIRG) has president of Administrative
been granted permission to use Affairs, and Dr. Robert
a negative check-off fee MacLeod, vice president of
MPIRG
collection system at Moorhead Student Personnel.
State as a result of negotiations officials attending were Tom
held on Oct. 3 with members of Newberry and Bud Philbrooke.
Student Body President
the Administration.
A petition drive will* be Deborah Zitzow (sr-Moorhead)
launched Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. and Dr. Roger Sipson, MPIRG
in CMU Activities Room to - faculty advisor were also
collect student signatures present.
requesting MPIRG be allowed
as a student activity on campus.
Members of the MPIRG State
When 50 per cent of the student B o a r d o f D i r e c t o r s h a v e
body has signed petitions, the developed four areas of project
negative check-off system will concentration for the coming
probably be initiated winter year.
These areas are
quarter.
The fee will environmental quality,
automatically be added to a transportation, agriculture and
student's bill but is is refusable occupation safety and health.
and refundable.
Representing
the
A series of package projects
administration at the meeting will also be distributed to each
were Arden Berg, Business local MPIRG organization

bail fund appropriation

throughout the state. Every
month MPIRG will assign a
p a c k a g e p r o j e c t t o b e By Kim Snyder
completed within the month by
Funds were promised for a
the local group.
student bail fund at the Oct. 3
These projects will be done in meeting of the Moorhead State
addition to projects in the four College Budget Committee. As
areas of concentration. Such soon as students can develop a
things as grocery store policies, formal proposal which will set
prescription drug practices, up criteria, funds will be
sanitation in fast food chains appropiated.
and noise pollution will be
Last year, establishment was
investigated.
authorized for a bail fund but
Tom Newberry, a state the authorization remained
organizer for MPIRG, stated unknown until Phil Powell, vice
MPIRG is looking forward to president of the Student Senate,
c o o p e r a t i n g w i t h M S C (sr-Moorhead) informed the
administration and student Committee that no action was
body for a very successful year. being taken. The money will be
Projects can be started on taken from activity fee reserve
campus as soon as enough fund. There is no actual
signatures are obtained and a spending but a loaning of funds
local board of directors elected. which will be repaid. The

MSCSA recommends action on state college policies
By Corrinne Iverson
Bills and issues concerning
state transportation, college
financial holdings, internships
and legalization of liquor on
campus were introduced at the
general assembly of Minnesota
State College Students'
Association (MSCSA) Oct. 5, in
the Student Senate Chambers of
Moorhead State College and
were then assigned to
committees to be discussed and
brought to the legislative
session.
Actions taken on committee
decisions:
+ A support motion was
passed in favor of MSC's fight to
use state cars without an
accompanying advisor. Reason
for this action is all state
colleges have access to a state
vehicles to transport delegates
to MSCSA meetings (for
example). If Moorhead State
delegates cannot secure an
advisor to travel as chauffeur,
no car is issued and Moorhead
State looses representation at
that specific MSCSA meeting.
All because of the lack of
transportation.

12th of this year on disclosures MSCSA, and GST (get slut of being adopted. (However,
of major financial holdings of together). Appointment will be due to the invention of locks on
the University of Minnesota made at the next meeting of doors and desks and the
Board of Regents was highly MSCSA.
absence of a "universal" key,
-t-A proposal for legalization the design was unable to be
endorsed by the MSCSA. It was
suggested the State College of liquor on campus was produced for viewing at the
Board (SCB) take similiar presented by Bruce Maus, time.)
president of Southwest State
disclosure procedures.
After committee meetings
It
MSCSA has set up an College Student Senate.
adjourned
Saturday morning,
s
t
a
t
e
d
p
o
s
s
e
s
s
i
o
n
a
n
d
internship for a MSCSA-liaison.
dinner
was
served
in the faculty
consumption
of
liquor
on
The person in this position
would assume duties of the campus is not going to destroy dining room. Alpha Smaby, a
State College lobbyist to the student life; liquor exists member of the Board of
State Legislature. Reasoning already. In passing such a law Directors for NSP and a
for combining the two is the a student can be protected by member of the Cohilition of
lobbyist position has appeared the college with safety insured Advocates for Public Utilities
group
to be much less than a full-time against accidents caused by R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s
(CAPUR),
was
speaker.
drunken
driving.
The
MSCSA
job.
Smaby spoke on CAPUR and its
This person will uphold passed a motion strongly
functions, to which MSCSA took
endorsing
the
position
taken
by
communications between SCB
action upon by donating money
S
o
u
t
h
w
e
s
t
a
n
d
u
r
g
e
d
t
h
e
and MSCSA. Salary for this
to the organization.
person is $50. (This is the same Legislature take action in all
expediency
to
resolve
this
issue.
amount paid to the lobbyist last
Curt B, Kephard, president,
spring.) Candidates for this . + Reorganization of MSCSA
position will appear at the next was discussed and a motion presided over the assembly.
MSCSA meeting and voted for passed to change organization Tarrell Fridely (Southwest
in effect by adding task forces. State) took his place as the
at that time.
-(-Position for a press public newly appointed treasurer of
-i-An internship for public
relations was also established.
r e l a t i o n s s e c r e t a r y w a s MSCSA at the beginning of
established and temporarily Friday night's meeting.
This person will speak on state
college campuses to promote
filled.
+ A new brochure for
and explain MSCSA.
information on MSCSA is being
Qualifications for the position
-I-A story that appeared in the a r e M S C S A b a c k g r o u n d ,
designed.
Minneapolis Tribune on Sept. familiarity with SCB, interest in
-fA new logo is in the process

Committee stressed a separate
administration needs to be set
up with the help of
professionals.
The revised budgets, each
department's report of how
their monies will be spent, were
also discussed and it was
reported 75 per cent of the
money allocated in the 1973-74
school year have been reported.
The reserve fund shows a slight
increase but finals f igures will
not be known until full affect of
decreased enrollment takes
effect.
The new Constitution has no
effect upon the process of the
Budget Committee but
according toDr.Eugene Philipps
professor of economics and
chairman of the Committee, the
method of distributing the onefourth million dollars of student
funds may be revised. Philipps
stated, "The present method is
not sacred. I favor anything
that would be more effective
and faster than the present
method. More student imput is
also needed." Philipps has
submitted a report on this
subject to President Dille.
The different departments,
according to Philipps, have
accepted budget cuts well this
year. "When costs continue to
rise due to inflation and
enrollment continues to
decrease so there is less money,
the squeeze is difficult and
departments have learned to
hold the line."
Budget Committee members
include Philipps who represents
the faculty, Dr. Robert
Macleod, vice president of
Student Personnel and Earl
Herring, vice president of
Administrative Affairs,
rep rese n t i n g
t h e
Administration and Deborah
Zitzow
(sr-Moorhead) r
president of the Sutdent Senate,
Powell, Greg Danz (sr-Fargo),
treasurer of the Student Senate,
and Janet Westra (srMoorhead) secretary of the
Student Senate, representing
the student body.
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By Janis Fredrickson

The Dragons are in a daze about homecoming.
' The American Heritiage Dictionary of the English
Language defines that once-a-year adage.

letters

Homecoming: n.l. A coming to or returning home; an
inaugurating or a welcoming back. 2. In colleges and
universities, an annual event for visiting alumni.
The definition of Moorhead State College's homecoming
seems to have been lost in the shuffle of the last few years.
Many aspects of the traditional homecoming events have
come under close scrutiny as the old standards do not seem
to apply any more.
MSC has done away with the selection of a queen to reign
over homecoming festivities. A wave of criticism has
accompanied this move, and every year this question is
revived.

Congratulations again SUPB! It is now
Home-coming and time for the "Big Band
Sound". As usual, our concert will attract
people from not only the tri-college area but
from the tri-state area! Thanks to you,
SUPB, on home-coming weekend MSC can
live up to its name...Baggage Tech.
THOMAS PIERCE

Where has our safe, traditional queen gone?
Due to an increasing apathy toward campus activites and
an increasing awareness of equality in students, she has
died a quick death on the MSC campus. Her contemporaries
are perishing just as quickly from the same apathy plague
at other colleges and universities.
College women no longer have the need to identify with a
petite bubbly, Noxzema complexioned campus queen.
Independent surveys taken at MSC have revealed many of
the females feel exploited by the tradition of a queen,
calling it a beauty pageant and a popularity contest.
One senior said that the apathy is getting so bad that we
don't have school spirit any more.
Our alumni keep coming home every fall despite the
rumored increase in apathy and decrease in spirit.
It's time to put that crowning touch on homecoming
activities more worthy of royal recognition.
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(cont. from Page 1)
Minnesota, the cost of books and off campus. Other exceptions
supplies, how often he travels were those who lived at their
a n d h o w f r u g a l l y o r place of work (upon approval of
extravagantly he lives.
the college), and those who
lived with a "responsible
Of course, the statistics don't relative."
tell the whole story. Much can
Co-ed residence halls, roombe said about efforts to improve only contracts, one-quarter
living conditions in residence contracts and the fifteen meals
halls, efforts to keep food prices per week plan were unheard of
d o w n , i m p r o v e m e n t s i n at MSC. Open house hours were
curriculum, expanded areas of nearly non-existent.
ARA
s t u d y a n d r e l a x a t i o n o f Slater Food Service charged
stringent rules which were off-campus students $135 per
strictly enforced ten years ago, quarter to eat all their meals on
and large increases in size of campus. Today they offer the
faculty and administration.
same plan to off-campus
students for $145.
- In 1963 only local residents or
commuters were allowed to live

Newspapers that ignore
new ideas sink fast.
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A good newspaper always welcomes fresh
ideas from its readers. The Advocate is no
different. If the Advocate is to be an effective
newspaper, one that best represents your
thinking, it must receive a steady flow of new
ideas. Get involved. Think of a good way to
improve the Advocate. Then jot it down and drop
it off in room 121 CMU. After all the Advocate is
your newspaper.
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business booms as
bars open to youth
By Steve Briggs

Bar owners and bartenders in
Moorhead are understandably
happy the drinking age has been
lowered to 18, and report
although business has increased
and bars are crowded, the
transition from 21 to 18 was
remarkably smooth.

Envik added, I don't miss the
older crowd at all. We really
went after youth trade, and
some of the older crowd
resented it. But I don't miss
them, because they were rowdy
and didn't like anyone with long
hair."

Jerry Mickley, better known
as "Mick", of Mick's Office,
said, "The kids are so wellmannered the older crowd
doesn't mind having them
around. The age difference
doesn't seem to bother anyone.
Lee Envik, co-owner of the In fact, troublemakers are
Dirty Bird, said older drinkers usually between 40 and 50 years
quit coming to the Bird old."
evenings although they still
Marshall Doran, head
attend lingerie shows and noon
bartender at Holiday Inn in
luncheons.

In fact, none of them had a
critical comment about younger
drinkers, and only one reported
they had driven out older
clientele.

south Moorhead, said he could the band. The owners and
see an age difference in crowds bartenders were unanimous in
as the evening passed. "The saying each band brings its own
salesmen and motel clientele crowd, and the change in
are here from 5 to 9 p.m. and crowds is very noticeable.
The Lamplight Lounge
then the kids start coming, and
bartender, Kurt Kaldor, said
they stay until closing."
their biggest drawing band was
The biggest
Most bar owners said there is "Friendship."
a high turnover rate in bars attractions at the Dirty Bird are
when kids are there. "Most Teen King and the Princes and
have a couple drinks and then America.
Kaldor said the Lamplight
go home or to another bar,"
Doran said. He and others "really hasn't changed much
agreed very few of the younger since the 18 year old law went
drinkers drink to excess in the into effect." The Lamplight is
bars. "Very few of them ever one of the few bars in Moorhead
get to the point where we have which requires a F-M picture
to refuse to serve them because ID, which costs $3.50 and is the
only bar to have a dress code.
they are already drunk."
Although Kaldor insisted the
Very few young drinkers F-M ID was "only for our
leave tips. "TTiey don't have to protection", he agreed the
impress anyone," Envik said. lounge had an established
clientele before the change in
Most bar owners are law. "We're a small bar," he
reluctant to admit they try to said, "and there's a line of
appeal to a certain crowd, people waiting to get in almost
although each bar uses a every night."
variety of ways to attract a
"The dress code is used in
certain type of customer.
order to keep a night club
atmosphere. We've always had
Probably the biggest a dress code. I don't think it's
influence on the type of crowd is too much to ask that guys put on
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a sports shirt and a pair of dress
pants before going out for a few
drinks.
When I was first
bartender here, you hardly ever
saw a guy who wasn't wearing a
coat and tie."
Kaldor said the bar has a
strong school clientele of MSC
and Concordia students. "We
try to keep ... I should say, the
crowd is usually 21 and over,
but it varies with the band."
"We're the only bar in either
town that has really gone, out for
the youth trade," Envik said of
the Dirty Bird.
"We try to bring in good
bands, and have attractions like
girls' nights on Monday and
Thursday, when we give them
special rates on beer and
highballs." That brings in the
guys too. We also have a second
bar downstairs we are going to
remodel, plus the games room
upstairs. Every bar has to
determine what age group it
wants to go after, and we want
the young drinkers. Although
they don't drink as much as
older clientele, they're better
behaved, and the crowd keeps
changing all night."

Warrick says, 'non-traditional studies are going great'
By Rich McLaughlin

Much of the program seems
confusing because no one, not
even Dr. Warrick, knows where
it is really at. The program was
only approved by die Minnesota
Senate at the beginning of this
quarter and only a handful of students are enrolled at this
time, although interest is
Non-traditional Studies running high and the New
include two programs; the Center staff is hardly able to
Individualized Major through keep up with inquiries.
External Studies and the New
Relating to her experience at
Center for Multidisciplinary
Metro State in the Twin Cities,
Studies.
Dr. Warrick used the case of a
The newest, most exotic and Minneapolis industrialist as an
least-understood program of the example of the type of person
two is the External Studies and experience most suited to
program which offers post- this type of program.
collegiate aged persons a
She explained the 58 year-old
chance at a degree they may
executive had wide experience
need or want in their field.
"The program," according to in industrial management and
Dr. Warrick, "is more was a certified vocational
appropriate to older persons instructor but lacked a degree.
than the standard aged college Much of his experience could be
converted to credit not by virtue
student."
of having experience but by
"We have been a heavily demonstrating competence
credentialed society,'' she says, through a long process of
and this program offers a testing, writing many, many
chance to work for those papers and interviews with his
credentials
t h r o u g h faculty advisor.
opportunities or resources
The director hastened to add
"externally" or off campus.
evaluation of experience by no
To say the program offers means concludes the process,
credits for life experience would as an external degree applicant
be a great oversimplification must also prove competency in
and a disservice to the e v e r y o t h e r f i e l d a n y program, Dr. Warrick adds. It undergraduate in a "normal"
is true certain experiences may program must.
be converted to credits, such as
For example, a "test pilot" is
corporation management
courses, certain banking and t h e M S C p r o g r a m , B o b
insurance courses, tech school Aronson, WDAY radio and
courses, and other experiences television personality, can
determined on an individual exhibit outstanding competency
case-by-case level, but she in Mass Communications by
maintains one cannot expect to way of experience; but he is
be granted a college degree for admittedly short in certain
merely having "been around a areas such as natural sciences
and social sciences. Aronson
lot."
hopes to be able to "test out" of
Dr. Warrick is quite sensitive history due to a wide reading
to charges the program is an background as part of his job as
"easy degree" not available to a journalist.
those who have to "slug it out
For natural science, he
the hard way" adding
"experience and competence wishes to begin an independent
are not at all the same thing." study program in meteorology,
Non-traditional education is
assuming sizeable proportions
on Moorhead State campus,
and, in the words of Director of
Non-Traditional Studies Dr.
Catherine Warrick, "is going
great."

advisor to help work out the
Dr. Warrick claims 120
individual program and the students so far this quarter,
Committee on External Studies which is more than all the
serves as a review board for students at the New Center last
each case, but the focus of the year. "About 45 students," she
According to Dr. Warrick, program rests with the student adds, "are returning and about
75 are new students."
anyone who has attempted himself.
independent study "knows what
Guidelines are few and farShe also says several new
a lonely, time-consuming effort
between and "the variety of faculty members have been
it is."
methods of reaching goals are added to the department as well
Aronson emphasizes himself limited only by the imagination as new courses never done
"the program is not simple." and financial resources of the before in addition to the one
He claims to have writen many student." The program may required course for New Center
That course is
p a p e r s j u s t t o p r o v e result in either a B.A. or a B.S. students.
Issues and
competency in areas he is awarded by the same State S e m i n a r :
familial with.
He had, for College Board which awards all Evaluation Focus which seeks
example, to prove he could M o o r h e a d S t a t e C o l l e g e "to teach students to obtain
information and feedback about
c o m m u n i c a t e w e l l i n t h e degrees.
themselves and develop that
English language. He wanted,
Dr. Warrick hastens to point data into effective decision
he said, to tell his advisor, Dean
William Jones, "To turn on the out there is nothing "odd or making.
radio." But he had to write peculiar" about the degree.
"The purpose of the New
papers explaining why he could Even the records of the
c o m m u n i c a t e a s w e l l a s E x t e r n a l S t u d i e s s t u d e n t Center," Dr. Warrick adds, "is
obtaining
v a r i o u s appear no different than other to put students in charge of
recommendations from such students except the external themselves. Most people don't
sources as his faculty advisor, degree student may have an have the planning skills to be
W D A Y n e w s c a s t e r , M a r v unusual number of independent clear about their goals. Most
people don't know how to use
Bossart, and others he could studies.
their own freedom and they
indeed communicate.
"All
But, as with other students, he b e c o m e t h e i r o w n w o r s t
that," Aronson emphasises,
"was necessary just to obtain or she must maintain a 2.0 enemy."
credit for freshman English-" G.P.A. and complete no less
"The pitch", she says, " is to
than 192 credits or the
send us students who don't know
Aronson hopes not to be used equivalent.
what they want to do."
as an example in this program
General
education
since he feels not everyone has
She added, however, "many
requirements must be met as
his broad range of experience.
"A newsman is exposed to so well as the individualized area freshmen in other departments
much more than many other of concentration (much like a are just as confused as some
major) in addition to two more New Center students, pointing
occupations", he added.
modest area studies (16 quarter out nationally, about 25 per cent
B u t , a c c o r d i n g t o D r . credits each) that are not part of students regularly enrolled in
Warrick, he is the perfect of the concentration (major). four year programs graduate'.'
example." She stressed when
"We are working from both
According to Dr. Warrick,
other students in the program
realize he (Aronson), with all "stress is laid on analytical e n d s , " a c c o r d i n g t o D r .
his experience, also has to do a a b i l i t y a n d s k i l l i n Warrick, "we can take the
great deal of studying and class c o m m u n i c a t i n g a s b e i n g young, unclear students and
work, "they won't be so characteristics of an educated provide some experiences to get
person." She adds, "I don't their heads together, and at the
disappointed.''
believe the present educational other end we are-picking up the
The program also assumes system is working. Any system adult learner who is getting his
adults who wish to continue that graduates only 25 per cent head together in other ways and
their formal education have a of those who initially enrolled who wants to put it all together
firm view of their goals and are can't be said to be working.'' and get a degree."
"willing and able to assume
Which brings up the subject of
responsibility" for the planning
and carrying out of their Dr. Warrick's other hat; the
i n d i v i d u a l i z e d p r o g r a m o f New Center for Multidiciplinary
study. Each student has an Studies.
hopefully under the auspices of
an uncle who recently retired
from the weather service with
30 years experience.
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numerous changes cited at Counseling Center
By Ruth Norris
A new location, more staff,
new programs, and a changing
atmosphere are all part of a
transformation taking place in
Moorhead State College's
Counseling Center. Even the
name has been altered. The
office, on the first floor of Flora
Frick Hall, is now called the
"Counseling and Personal
Growth Center."
"We're trying to make this a
warm, cheery place to come,"
explains counselor Deane
Nelson. "We don't want the
counseling center to be a scary
administration-office
place."
The new location is more
accessible, in the main
concourse next to the student
advisors' office and student
lounge.
The new counseling center
will be available for drop-in
visits, as well as scheduled
appointments.

The staff includes Nelson, Pat
Neuman, Tom Williams, Joe
Daniels, who is also head of
Educational Opportunities,
Minority Students and Dave
Flannigan, a residence hall
director and half-time
counselor. Laurie Kiscaden, a
recent graduate of the
University of North Dakota, is
interning at the center while
working on a master's degree.
"One thing we want to
emphasize," says Neuman, "is
that you don't have to have a big
hangup, or any hangup at all, to
come in to the center. We're
interested in talking with all the
students, just everyday people
with everyday questions and
concerns. Everyone, whether
they have problems or not, has
room for growth."
While the counseling center
does get serious problems, and
the staff are qualified to deal
with those problems, they
account for a very small
percentage of those who go to
the center.
One of the services offered by
the center is career
development. Daniels, a career
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counselors are available to
those who wish to organize their
own group, such as dormitory
floors, church organizations,
fraternities and sororities, and
others. In addition, several
"mini-mara-thons", that is, allday or weekend sessions will be
set up sometime this quarter.
According to Nelson, these
groups should be more open for
those who don't have time to
make a committment for the
ongoing sessions.
•

A bulletin board outside the
counseling offices will announce
the dates and times for these
groups, as well as general
information about counseling
• programs.
Perhaps the most frequent
problem discussed at the center
is the relationship-type concern,
between both married and
unmarried couples. The
counselors are open to
discussion of all types of
questions relating to these

20% Off
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One of the things the
counselors wish to emphasize
most, according to Nelson, is
that "We'll never, laugh at a
student's problem or think it's
too small. We'll always listen.
The only thing that's significant
to us is that it's enough to
concern the person who
expresses it."

Saturday, October 13

Couple With
One Double Bed

MOTEL

Photo by Jeff Liss

concerns, and will work with the
couples individually or
together.

PICKLE DAY

PARENTS or
FRIENDS
COMING TO
TOWN?
$

Rausch
Liquors
1330 MAIN AVE.
MOORHEAD

One set of tapes is devoted to
relaxation. Newman says the
results of this tape have been
compared to those of
transcendental meditation,
although the two are actually
quite different. She explained
the tapes are useful for anyone
who . has trouble sleeping, or
simply wants to take a few
minutes out of each day to relax
and shed tensions.
Areas of counseling available
are many and varied. Drug
information is available, as is
abortion counseling and
interpersonal relations.
Testing, at the request of the
student, can be given in
interests, aptitude, personality
and values assessment, and
marital adjustment.
The counselors recognize
many students, especially those
leaving home for the first time,
are just beginning to develop
their own value systems. "That
can be a very shaky
experience," says Neuman.
"Sometimes it helps to have
someone to talk these things
over with. We're not promoting
any particular values or
lifestyles, but we can be a help
to students in developing their
own."

counaeLim

H

Plans are also being made to
expand the group-interaction
program. Several groups have
already been set up, and

Imported
French Wine

What ever you
we've got it at

specialist, is in charge of what
Nelson calls "a whole new
concept" in vocational
guidance. As a part of its
outreach program to
familiarize students with
vocational counseling, the
center will sponsor a "career
day" some time this year to
acquaint students with
professionals in various fields.
The center maintains a
vocational library in its
resource center, next door to
the offices. The resource center
also includes information for
freshmen and transfers, college
catalogs from colleges and
universities in every state, and
help in study skills. The
counselors hope to develope a
whole program of study skills,
with ten individual carrells and
a variety of cassette tapes. The
tapes already available include
a series on how to take tests,
how to take better notes, and
effective studying.

— FREE PICKLES
— FREE OLDE BUT GOODIE
MOVIES
— KQWB & BRIAN CUMMINGS
LIVE BROADCAST
— HUNDREDS OF VALUES

Optique
10% Off

ALL
CANDLES

continuing saga
of Flora Frick
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Photos by Craig McEwen

for remodeling, therefore, an
artificial ceiling covers the
By Rich McLaughlin
conduits, mechanical works,
W h a t d o e s a c o l l e g e and storage space and old
administration do with a 40- balcony bleachers above. Only
year-old "white elephant" five classrooms were gained
gymnasium that no longer from the Remodeling program.
serves the function for which it
was built?
On the ground floor, it was
decided to maintain the old F.F.
Simple. They remodel the swimming pool, Dr. Jenkins
building at a cost of over four added, although it needed new
times what it cost to build it in filters and repair work as well
the first place.
as remodeling of the locker
facilities.
Essentially, this is the
continuing saga of Flora Frick
"The purpose of the second
Hall.
pool is hot well defined", Dr.
Jenkins admitted, "but it will be
After the "Old Main" fire of a v a i l a b l e f o r r e c r e a t i o n
1930, Flora Frick was part of a p r o g r a m s , s o m e o f o u r
three-building complex to children's programs and
Dorothy Mercier (sr-Moorhead) completes a computer
update the campus, according rehabilitation. A small pool Also included in the computer
program for Computer Science 370-lnformation
center
is
a
new
student
response
t o A s s o c i a t e D e a n o f works better for that type of
Structures.
system, a new push-button means
Administrative Affairs John program."
of testing.
Jenkins. Flora Frick served as
the entire MSC Physical
Other activities also needed
Education facility until the first space, according to Jenkins.
p h a s e o f A l e x N e m z e k The college printing plant is
Fieldhouse was completed, he located on the ground floor of
a d d e d , w h e n m e n ' s P . E . the building.
activities were moved to that
facility.
A counseling center located
on second floor Owens was not
In 1971, with the completion of "readily accessible to the
all Nemzek facilities, all Flora students" he added, "so a
Frick P.E. activities changed center was designed into the
locations and the question F.F. remodeling, as well as a
remained — What to do with s t u d e n t a d v i s o r y p r o g r a m
Flora Frick?
complete with offices,
counseling library and seminar
"Logically," aaswered Dr. space.
Jenkins, "office space and
classrooms since F.F. is located
Even the telephone company
next to a classroom building." gets a large slice of Flora Frick
to maintain the extensive
The newest department on c a m p u s
communications
campus, and thus the one least system.
planned for in other facilities
was the Computer Science
The old tunnel that separated
D e p a r t m e n t w h i c h w a s F.F. from MacLean Hall was
formerly located near the l e v e l e d , e s s e n t i a l l y f o r
student bookstore.
handicapped students
according to Jenkins and was
Computer science equipment enclosed to serve as a student
is now in what used to be the old lounge.
small gym while class rooms
andoffie occupy the old large
The cost of this extensive
gymremodeling came to a bill of
$400,000 Jenkins said, for a
Jenkins
m a i n t a i n e d building that cost "about A new study area now occupies the old driveway between MacLean and Flora Frick and provides
architects iound only a one-floor $100,000 if you separate if from an enclosed passageway between the two buildings.
area of the large gym suitable the original complex".

;:,n

Included in tne revamping U T t-iurn men is me new computer center
with high speed printer and card reader.

Glass replaces the open tunnel which once bridged MacLean and Flora Frick hall.
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events calendar
OCTOBER 11-17, 1973
Thursday, Oct. 11 — DRAGON DAZE — EMPHASIS DAY —
"Communications Awareness"
All Day — Registration for Women's Volleyball — Open until Oct. 22 —
Nemzek 158 (Play Tu. & Thurs6:30-8:30. Start Oct. 25)
4 p.m. — Freshmen Field Hockey: MSC vs CC at Concordia Field
6:30 p.m. — IVCF — Owens Lounge
7-9p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
7 p.m. —Student Advisdors Meeting — Biology 110
7:30 p.m. —Special Events: MICHAEL DANN (CBS) "Our Wired Society"
— CA Auditorium
9p m
coffee House Presents: Hall and Danielson — Wooden Nickel,
Union
Friday, Oct. 12 — DRAGON DAZE
8-5 p.m. — "Computers in Education" Conference — Computer Science
Rooms, Flora Frick
2 p.m. — Games and Races, Campus
3 p.m. — Car Rally
6:30 p.m. — French Club Meeting — MacLean 217
6:30p.m. — IVCF Volleyball — Campus School Gym
8 p.m. — Homecoming Concert: STEVE GOODMAN AND BONNIE
KOLOC — Nemzek fieldhouse
10p.m. — SUPB Film: "Day the Earth Stood Still" — Lounge, Union
Saturday, Oct. 13 — DRAGON DAZE
8-3 p.m. — "Computers in Education" Conference — Computer Sci. Rms.
Flora Frick
10 a.m. — Women' Intercollegiate Field Hockey: MSC vs Bemidji —
Nemzek Field
10 p.m. — Bike Race — Union
10 a.m. — Cartoons — Lounge, Union
11 a.m. — Alumni Brunch — Bag Lunch Room, Union
10-2 p.m. — Carnival-Fair — Ballroom, Union
2 p.m. — Football: MSC vs UM-Morris, Nemzek Field
9 p.m. — Dances: Ballroom and Coffeehouse — Union

Dr. Dille nudges faculty senators
to play larger decision-making roles
By Ann Pepple

The Faculty Senate must
assume a larger role in the
decision-making process at
Moorhead State College,
President Roland Dille told the
Senate at its Sept. 26 meeting.
Dille posed a number of
questions to the Senate,
including what kind of college
MSC could be, what it should be
and what it is. Senators will
provide written answers to
these questions after discussing
them with colleagues.

Old Timers

Starts
Friday"

1978, 28 per cent of the faculty
will be women and 9.5 per cent
will be members of minority
groups. Current percentages
are women» 24, and minorities,
5-6-

G

ATEWAY
CINEMA

302 AAAIN

293-1430

DOUBLE FEATURE

Calling the faculty a
"quality" one, Dille said MSC
offers students a "rigorous
education unusual to state
colleges."

THE MOST
READ BOOK
ON OR OFF
CAMPUS
IS NOW ON
SCREEN!

++ ++

The Senate heard a report
from the Human Rights
Sunday, Oct. 14
Commission by Edith Stevens,
9 a.m. — Discussion Group — UCM Center
instructor of Foreign
SIMS — Room 226, Union
Languages. The Commission
Monday, Oct. 15 — POETRY DAY
4 p.m. — Spring Quarter 1974 Student Teaching Application Meeting — was formed last year to study
women's and minority salaries.
Biology 110
7-9p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
Stevens said objective criteria
8p.m. — SUPBMeeting — Room 226, Union
were used, but that the State
8 p.m. — Regents Professors Lecture Series, Recital Hail, CA
College Board ignored the
Tuesday, Oct. 16
1 p.m. — Minn. Kota Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament at Commission's
preliminary
Concordia
findings.
4 p.m. — Women's Intercollegiate Field Hockey: MSC vs CC at Nemzek
Field
6:30 p.m. — Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball: MSC vs Maybille — Gym
161, Nemzek
6:30p.m. — TKE'sMeeting — Room 202k Union
7 p.m. — Chess Club Meeting — Room 147, Union
7:30p.m. —MPIRG meeting — CMU, Activities Room.
7:30 p.m. — Phi Sig's Meeting — Room 212, Union
7-9 p.m. —Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m.—Series for Performing Arts: MAERICAN BALLET THEATRE
— CA Auditorium
Wednesday, Oct. 17
3:30p.m. —Student Activities Budget Committee— Room 218, Union
4 p.m. — Alumni Board Director's Meeting — Owens C
4 p.m. — Faculty Senate Meeting —Owens A
7-9 p.m. — Square Dancing — Open to All Interested Beginners and
Advanced, Room 206, Nemzek
7 p.m. — Campus Crusade for Christ — Room 204, Union
7and 9p.m. — SUPB Film: Walt Disney Festival (25c) — Weld Auditorium
7-9 p.m. — Open Swimming and Oepn Gym for all MSC Women — Nemzek
Hall

A motion to protest the
treatment of the Commission by
the Senate was tabled for later
consideration.
A report on affirmative action
revealed that 73 per cent of
MSC's faculty is tenured. By

! EXPERIMENT

as Albert T Hoptnagel.
Hospital Administrator, in

'Where Does
It Hurt?'

Harrad College... where free,
liberated relations
between coed
students are
encouraged!
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IN [ASTMANC010R • FP0MB C'NERAMA RELEASING
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota
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Grand Barber
ft
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

IN color

WEEKDAYS 7:30 - 9:15
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
"Where Does It Hurt"
4:00-7:30
"The Harrad Experience"
2:15-5:45-9:15

Lager Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

A Love Story
For Guys Who
Cheat On Their
Wives!

Cinema I Starts Friday!
The

Starring —
+ George Segal
4- Susan Anspach
+ Kris
Kristofferson
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Tell someone you love

f best things in life are free...charge!
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Cinerama Releasing -

NOW

25*

(For Students)

Daily At 2:00-7:15-9:20

I& II
WEST ACRES SHOPPING CENTER

Daily

15-7:00-9:00

SKI CARNIVAL
November 1

NDSU Old Fieldhouse • Pray For Snow

Ken's Brookdale Liquors
WINES - LIQUOR - BEER
SAVINGS
Largest selection of Wines in this a r e a .

PHONE: 233-2222
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LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL'
is fast, furious a n d fascinating!
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine.

"Might very well be
the most important
film of 1973!
Ihope this one
rolls on and on
and on!"
—BRUCE BERMAN. Rock Magazine

Campus Attractions Presents
"Gives off an
emotional charge
that is almost
impossible to

at North Dakota State University 8 p.m./

Friday, October 19thi
In the New Fieldhouse
Tickets: $5.00 SU Students, $5.50 Off Campus, $6.00 day of
show — Available at NDSU's Union, Mothers Record and
Daveau, Fgo.-Mhd. Stores.

nhrlttliltfll

Double Feature
STARTS FRIDAY

LITTLE BIG MAN and
A MAN CALLED HORSE
STARTS
FRIDAY
Fri. —5:40 —7:20 —9:00
Sat. —2:20 —4:00 —5:40 —7:20 —9:00
Plus on Fri. & Sat. "American Graffiti" at 10:40

"EASILY ONE OF THE BEST OF THE YEAR
IN ANY CATEGORY!" Richard SchickelJime Mag
"A RARE EVENT IN THE CINEMA-a movie
that takes the elements of heartbreak
and tenderness and love that made 'Love
Story' and 'Brian's Song' so popular but
elevates them to a more artful achievement.A TOTALLY WINNING EXPERIENCE!"
-Rex Reed
Paramount Pictures Presents

Bang the drum slowly

"Far Ahead Of Its Time ... Best Audio
Visual Experience In Town!" — William
Wolf — Cue —

"A Total Experience In Sight, Sound And Color
... Make Fantasia A Must!" —Bob Salmaggi.
GROUP W NETWORK —

Disney's Great Pioneering Venture Is The
Season's Hit Revival!" — Newsweek —
// I

Nightly 7:15 - 9:15
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While waiting to donate students are questioned and a blood test is

taken to check the iron content.

By Cal Singleton
Circle K members held their second quarterly blood drive on Oct.
9 in the Student Senate chambers in the Union* Circle K arranged
for Fargo's Blood Services to send their mobile unit to Moorhead
State College and collect pints of blood from students from 9
a.m. to 4
p.m. Over one hundred pints of blood were collected
From Oct. 1-5, Circle K was busy collecting names of students
who wanted to be blood donors and finding out what time they could
donate. Chuck Malmskog (jr-Moorhead) is chairman of Circle K's
blood drives this year. Chuck took care of all the organization and
preparation for the drive. The Spurs are Circle K's sister
organization and they also helped with the Blood drive.
For many of the students it was their first time to give blood.
Denyse Penington (fr-Burnsville) said, "First I expected it to hurt,
then somebody told me it didn't hurt, then it did hurt". Denyse is
referring to the pain felt when the hollow needle is put into the
donors' arm. When asked if she was going to give again she said
"Yeh, I feel good after I do".

When asked why she decided to give her blood, Debbie Br
little brother. He might need blood some time ... I felt I h

students take call for bio

Meg Mesick (so-Melenville, NY) said, "I gave because I heard
about a kid who needed blood ... He was a hemophiliac. I was
apprehensive at first." Then she said, "I liked it, it was fun. I was
laughing all the time." She said she planned to give again too.
Mary Jo Hartkopf (fr-Osseo) said, I gave "because I wanted to
see what it was like ... If I don't need it other people can have my
blood. I was afraid at first. I didn't know what I was getting into,"
Gail Steinmueller (jr-White Bear Lake) said she "just wanted to
try it, to see what it was like. I was surprised at how calm I was."
Russ Falk (so-Park Rapids) did not know why he gave. He
thought a while and said, "It was convenient. I wouldn't have done
it if it had taken me too far out of my way.''
The ladies who worked for Blood Services were Bev Willits, Blood
Bank Specialist; Jill Legeros, certified lab assistant;' Sheri
Woxland, screening secretary; Laurie Rott, registered nurse and
Carole Larum, registered nurse.
Students who gave blood were asked if they wished to take out
blood insurance. For their pint of blood they could receive a one
year guarantee. The members of their family would receive all the
blood they needed anywhere in the world for free.
Students under 23 could take out the plan i in their parents name
and insure their parents family. Students older than 23 could take
out insurance for themselves and their family.
The blood runs from donors' veins into a plastic tube and then
into a clear plastic bag. After this, the bag is sealed and the tube
divided into sections. These sections contain blood that w^l be
tested at the blood bank lab. It will be tested to determine the b^ j
type and to determine if there are any elements which might prove
harmful to patients who receive your blood.
In the blood bank your blood can be divided into four parts. Each
part has a definite purpose.
Another part of the blood is Cryo. People who have hemophilia
and need this part to help their blood clot.
Red cells may be used during open heart surgery, to transfuse a
new born baby with RH disease or for someone who is extremely
anemic.
^
acddent%ctim°UrtC°U'd
platelets™3

P3tientS' need a

US6d'°

third

part of

a burn

Patient °r an

your blood. Your

Roger Rognli, (jr-Silver Lake) president of Circle K, suggests to
future donors remember "If you go get drunk the night you give ,
it will only take you a couple cans of beer.''

Photos by Tom Tollefson
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lexandria, MN) said, "I'm not sure ... Maybe because I love my

in a good vein

To be a donor you must be between 18 and 64 \
old. x ou must
reigh over 110 pounds and have no current healt. problem.

If you have had major surgery, had major dental surgery, been
•regnant, received blood, or been tattooed with the last six months,
'ou will be disqualified as a donor. You are also disqualified if
rou've had a tooth pulled in the last three days or if you have been
n southeast Asia within the last three years.
You also cannot have viral hepatitis, malaria, diabetes or
urgery for cancer other than skin.

Was she afraid? "Ya I was really afraid. It did kind of hurt".
Will she give again? "I suppose I will."
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Guthrie fall repertory
waits on one's patience;
flys to unknown heights
^pnrjni.r
VJ UU UI

production of "Waiting for
Godot" is more successful than
Barnum and Bailey.

By Sandy Moses

'Fly'

The Guthrie Theater's
production of Samuel Beckett's
"Waiting for Godot" was really
worth the waiting. The play tells
By Phil Hilker
of the despair and anticipation
two derelict tramps live with as
they continue to wait for Godot.
If it is possible for the Guthrie
Theatre to sink to the dregs of
Larry Gates does an adequate high school play acting and, at
job as the more intelligent of the the same time, elevate itself to
two, Vladimir. Any questions or the ecstatic heights of pure
complaints are answered by theatre, then it has. To be more
him with, "But we're waiting specific, "I, Said the Fly" reeks
for Godot," a statement which, of amateurism while "Juno and
while it makes Estragon the Paycock" transcends its
(Bernard Behrens) cringe, dramatic context and becomes
prevents him from hanging an experience unsurpassed in
himself. Behrens, as in the its greatness.
summer production of "The
Government Inspector," is
What there is to say about
brilliant; perfect in every "Fly" can be said very simply:
movement.
overdone. June Havoc's
"souvenir play" is as
R e l i g i o u s a n d m o r a l unmemorable as the latest
overtones are in abundance in Alka-Seltzer commercials and
"Godot," and if one is not in the her acting is just as uninspired.
mood for absorbing symbolism, The final days of vaudeville
this play may appear to lack would have fared better had
substance. Nonetheless, the they been left to the endearing
c h a r a c t e r s , i n q u i t e a n memories held by many in
interesting manner, display a attendance at the Guthrie.
fact of life: one constantly
waits. Waiting for what, though,
Ir.stead, "Fly" tries to haunt
is left up to each individual's us with reappearing figures of
discretion.
past vaudevillians while on
stage, the thread-bare corpses
T h e g r e a t d i s c o v e r y , of past headliners try to stitch
however, is Peter Michael together an existence on their
Goetz (Lenny in "Of Mice and former renown. Shocked at the
Men") can act. He steals the fact that Mrs.Charlie Chaplin's
show with his portrayal of divorce story and the latest
Pozzo, the ring-master-type newsreels now serve as the
character, who crosses the path number one attraction, the
of Estragon and Vladimir. He troupe rummages in its past
uses an enormous amount of and future in an attempt to find
energy and synchronization meaning for the present. And as
which is required for the part. is true with most rummage
Goetz's main accomplishment sales, things went pretty cheap
is he has finally shirked the here, too —
especially the
Lenny character which has dialogue.
been haunting him throughout
this season ai the Guthrie.
Fanny (Havoc) and Bunty
(Lee Allen) Brads are a
Jeff Chandler as Pozzo's husband and wife song'n'dance
slave,
Lucky, is a strong team whose personal problems
addition, especially when giving reflect the same heartbreak
h i s p o w e r f u l , h a l f - c r a f c e d that is occurring with the
soliloquy in Act I.
disunion of vaudeville and
motion pictures. Alma
By the end of "Godot," the (Barbara Bryne) and Harry
audience, like the actors, is (Art Kassul) Marvel are a
c o m p l e t e l y d r a i n e d a n d successful comedy duo who also
speechless. And rightly so, as enjoy a successful marriage.
the discoveries one makes are
somewhat frightening and sad,
Big Gurn (Kenneth Welsh)
yet a sense of hope is still felt in and Company (Dori Brenner)
the conclusion.
are the mismatched talents of
an experienced showman and
A circus-like atmosphere his inept 18-year-old apprentice.
emerges through costumes, sets Gentle Julia (Marie Lillo) is an
and music, creating an added opera singer who not only
dimension of unity with the balances sofas on her head, but
ideas presented. Through the has the gall enough to plan the
excellent jobs of everyone birth of her baby 14 months in
i n v o l v e d , t h e G u t h r i e ' s advance. Only Pancho Mexicali

June Havoc and Lee Allen (Fanny and Bunty Brads), are headline
vaudevillians who must face the fact that their world has been
squeezed out of existence by the movie screen in Havoc's play, "I,
Said the Fly."

(Oliver Cliff) has the foresight
to get out of the town-to-town
world of vaudeville and settle
down.
The actors, despite Havoc,
perform with a genuine
enthusiasm and frighteningly
recreate those last days of
vaudeville. Bryne, Welsh,
Brenner and
Lillo are
particularly brilliant as are
Geraldine Cain's costumes.
John Doepp's sets, while
probably very accurate, are as
unfunctional as one's appendix.
Havoc, although as capable
as anyone to write about
vaudeville's
death,
Juno (Pauline Flanagan) and Captain Boyle
overdramatizes what could
(Larry Gates) , have a difference in opinion
have been a chilling recollection
over the Captain's laziness in Sean O'Casey's
of how the movies squeezed
drama, "Juno and the Paycock."
vaudeville into oblivion.
Instead, all we have are re
heated memories of a former
vaudevillian, which would have However, when an open It is lines like this and
been better served had they interpretation of the will turns Flanagan's interpretation that
been left in her scrapbook.
this fortune into a cousin-to- combine to make her portrayal
cousin free-for-all, the Boyles of Juno a bravora performance.
are left out on a limb, penniless
and with Mary illegitimately
Larry Gates (Captain)
pregnant by Bentham. Sorrow S h e r i d a n T h o m a s ( M a r y ) ,
By Phil Hilker
is then heaped upon sorrow Dennis Jay Higgins (Johnny),
"Juno," on the other hand, is when Johnny is killed over his James Cahill (Joxer) and
what the theatre is all about. refusal to honor the body of a Nicholas Kepros (Bentham),
Not only is Sean O'Casey's play deceased comrade. Juno then act with a fervor that does not
a masterpiece in itself, but the decides to leave her drunkard only complement O'Casey's
Guthrie's production multiplies husband and give Mary and her play but transforms it into a
that quality a hundredfold.
child something even better stirring statement of the times;
than a father: two mothers. It not only then, but now. Director
The setting of "Juno" is the is the irony of the ending, Thomas MacAnna, a guest
Irish Civil War of 1922 between though, when the Captain and artist from the Abbey Theatre
the armies of the just formed Joxer return to the empty in Dublin (where "Juno" was
Free State and the Republicans. house, and in their drunken first performed), pulls all the
In a decaying tenement room, stupors declare that the whole stops in making "Juno" the
"Captain" Jack Boyle, his wife world is in "a terrible state 'o most devastatingly meaningful
Juno and children Johnny and chassis," that makes "Juno" of all the Guthrie shows this
Mary, are eking out a living the blistering piece of theatre season.
from whatever work can be that it is.
found. However, the brunt of the
When Juno realizes that the
work is being done by Juno, as
The title role of Juno is played Boyles have been duped and
t h e C a p t a i n p r e f e r s t h e with tremendous tour de force that all is lost she asks
partner "Joxer" Daly and by Pauline Flanagan. Not only rhetorically, "Is there not an'"
Johnny is useless due to the loss does she epitomize womanhood honest man left in the world?"
in carrying the family burdens, Thank God there is: Thomas
of his arm.
but when the roof caves in on MacAnna. He is obviously a
An inheritance brought to the the Boyle family, her justifiable man who put honesty at a
Boyle's attention by Charles cry is "These things have premium in bringing O'Casey's
Bentham, turns the family into nothing to do with the will of
tragi-comic masterpiece to the
footloose borrowers as the God. What can the will of God do Guthrie stage. God bless 'em for
money is not yet accessible. against the stupidity of man?" that.

'Juno'
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ah Territory, chapbook on sale
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5 and a collection of poetry by former MSC
"Great-grandpa Nettestad was
3," are now available in the MSC Bookstore and elsewhere in
on-campus is 75 cents

sitcoms prove that the eye has it
By Bruce R. Miller

Of the eight situation
comedies premiering this fall, it
would seem logical that at least
one would emerge with enough
* ingenuity to join the ranks of
"All in the Family" and "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show," and
provide a refreshing break
between the monumental
number of detective series.
Instead we are inundated with
nothing more than carbon
copies of old series and old
movies, valiantly attempting to
be relevant and funny at the
same time.
v

NBC, standing the best
chance of the three networks to
provide a winner, has four new
sitcoms as compared to two
apiece for ABC and CBS. Of the
NBC quartet, two are
adaptations of British series.
"Lotsa Luck", starring Dom
DeLuise, is based upon the
current British hit, "On the
Buses" and has the built-in
advantage of Bill Perskey and
Sam Denoff producing and Carl
Reiner writing the series
episodes. If they can manage to
provide the excellent cast with
enough top-rate material to
establish a pace unique to the
show, "Lotsa Luck" could very
well break the ties with its
British counterpart and become
an audience favorite of 1973.
Yet, by relying on the subject
matter of "On the Buses" for
its script content, the best it can

hope for ik presenting a clear
copy of the original. After this
series, however, things look
quite grim for NBC. "Diana",
the series made "especially for
the talents of Diana Rigg,
comes off as nothing more than
a cheap imitation of "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show," and "The
Girl with Something Extra" is
so loaded with cute little
references to Sally Field's
"something extra," that one
begins to develop diabetes after
watching the first ten minutes
of the show. "Needles and
Pins," the other British import,
was rushed to America in such a
hurry that the scripters forgot
to straighten out the
characterizations.
Consequently, Louis Nye
appears to be more of the
show's "femme fatable" than
Deirdre Lenihan and Norman
Fell takes more jabs from the
supporting characters than do
the pincushions in the sewing
room.
Over at ABC,, their freshmen
entries, "Bob & Carol & Ted &
Alice" and "Adam's Rib,"
seem to have suffered from the
transition in mediums. Gone
from "B & C & T & A" is the
sexual promiscuity that made
such a hit out of the 1970 movie.
In its place are two couples, one
too pooped to pucker and the
other too puckered to even care
about the series. The most
these couples have swapped,

thus far, are inane little talks that such fine talents as Blythe
about "Last Tango in Paris" as Danner and Ken Howard have
hard-core pornography, and an to be subjected to such utter
occasional cup of sugar. This nonsense. By toning down the
show is so tame that it makes women's liberation theme and
Ozzie and Harriet look like Jack highlighting the magnificent
the Ripper and the Happy rapport between Danner and
Hooker.
"Adam's Rib's" Howard, the producers could
problem is totally the opposite. create a memorable and lasting
It is not what was taken out of series.
the movie version that
distracts, but rather what was
CBS, the leader in total
put in. Instead of having the situation comedies, is playing it
frothy married couple oppose safe this year by utilizing the
one another in the courtroom, war setting that made hits of
the producers of "Adam's Rib" "Hogan's Heroes" and "M-A-Shave taken the man and wife H" in its current black-starrer,
and placed them in a continuous "Roll-Out!".
This time the
battle of the sexes regardless humorous G.I.'s are laughing
of setting. It is a shame, too, their way around World War II

Wide-eyed, Dom DeLuise
comedy, "Lotsa Luck".

We Specialize in Custom Paint
and Fiberglass Bodies

Rings
are for
love.

television

AUTO BODY

Free Estimates
1522 MAIN FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102

Dial 232-2703

Europe as members of the
famous Red Ball Express. The
success of this show will depend
largely on how well Stu Gilliam
performs as the indomitable
leader of the motley crew, and
to what extent the writers
borrow from "M-A-S-H" for
their comedy material. With
only one episode under its belt,
it is difficult to tell what type of
impression "Roll-Out!" will
create upon its audience.
"Calucci's Department," the
other addition to the illustrious
CBS comedy family, comes the
closest of the premier octet to
meeting the standards set by
previous situation comedies. To
its advantage, it has the superb
acting talent of James Coco and
the brilliant scripts of Renee
Taylor and Joseph Bologna.
The only element that hurts the
series is its overabundance of
supporting characters.
Yet
with time and exposure, the
most desirable of the troupe
should surface and provide
Coco with enough support to
sufficiently battle the strong
NBC and ABC competition.

While it appears that situation
comedies have a way to go
before they reach the level of an
"All in the Family," there is at
least a healthy optimism amid
what has become predominatly
movie, cop and detective
is the star of NBC's new situation oriented prime time television.
Lotsa luck!

union

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing 4 Wrockor
Sorvico

HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

Open Sundays 10-8

BULK CLEANING
5
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10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

WITH I.D.

25c WASHERS

Mandy's Quick Clean & Laundry
Brookdale Shopping Center
Moorhead 236-7032
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the Love Ring
people"

Love is what engagements are
all about. You know. And we
know too. Because we're Love
Ring people. We feature ArtCarved Love Rings Tl
say
love in so many ways.
thin
our superb ArtCarved collection
is your very own diamond Love
Ring Let us show it to you.
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eighteen and still counting

film

give my regards, but give me some skin
By M tureen Zimmerman
The room was silent.
Occasionally an excited giggle
would pierce the air, but it
would stop abruptly. The
tension was building to an
insurmountable peak as the
magic hour steadily
approached. Anticipation
sparkled in the eyes of every
girl in the room.
Suddenly, the moment had
come. It was midnight! As the
rackets of my Bobby Riggs
watch slipped past those magic
numerals, I pinched myself to
make sure it was not a dream.
Yes, it really was one minute
past midnight, and yes, shock, I
had just become an official
voting and drinking eighteenyear-old in the state of
Minnesota! And more
important than that, much
much more important than
that, I had just hit puberty with
a bang! Now I could watch an
X-rated movie without having
to wonder what in the world
those people were doing to each
other there on the screen, I
would KNOW! And just because
midnight had come and gone.
What power!

HE
Dark Past Curfew'? It is
guaranteed to make your hair
turn white and fall out in clumps
if it does not gross you out
before you eat one half of an
Almond Joy. How about that?"
A chorus of assent met my
suggestion, so we dediced to hit
the big time the next night.
After spending many sleepless
hours, the time arrived slowly,
but surely. Our excited babbling
filled the air as we sped to the
theater. With a newly acquired
"knowing smirk," I bought our
tickets, and we jogged down to
front row center, cluthing the
lukewarm popcorn, pop, and
our already melted Almond
Joys.
Our jabbering ceased
quickly as
the lights went
out and the screen lit up.
"Say, will you look at that!
Those two people are kissing
and, well, right in front of me!"
"Calm down, will you?" This
is the 7-Up commercial, for
Pete's sake."

Okay, now. No, false alarm .
Maybe now...no, I guess not. Oh
boy will you look at th... oops,
don't bother. Oh good grief!
When are we going to see
something! This is costing me
two dollars!"
Well, there we were,
disappointed beyond belief,
eating our cold popcorn. I had
expected so much and had
gotten nothing. I was
completely crushed. I had had a
greater time watching the guys
in Nelson Hall walking around
in their B.V.D.'s, and I did not
even have to be eighteen to do
that!
The night had been a let down,
but all was not lost. I suddenly
dawned on us that there was
still one more big moment to
come in our lives! In just three
short years, we could count off
the minutes until that next
magic moment arrived; the
grand moment when we turned
21 years old, and became fullfledged grown-ups in the great
state of North Dakota!
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Photo by Harold Weatherly III.

"Darn. I thought the movie
had started already."

"No, now it is starting. See, no
one has clothes on. No w it will
As the shock gradually wore get pretty good, just wait!
off, we began to select our first
T-Shirts
X movie. We searched the
Sweat Shirts
paper looking for a juicy one. It
Beach Towels
had to be good; I had waited too
long for this big moment to
Wind Breakers
settle for second worst.
Ceramic Mugs
"How does 'The Strange
Obscene Creature In the SeeThrough Pink Sleazy Pajamas'
sound to you?" I asked. "It's
rated Sort-Of-X."
"Forget it! We want to
celebrate your birthday with a
Humdinger-X, and nothing
less!"
"Okay, how about this one:
'The Games Boys and Girls
Play in the Park at Night After

Colossal Mugs
Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs
Hassock Coolers
Swinger Coolers
Coasters
Lighters
Stadium Blankets
Liquor — Wine —
Beer— Ice

THE ROUND HOUSE
94 LIQUORS

Cor. 12 Ave. S. & Old Hwy. 52
236-9494 — Moorhead

S
A
L
E
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Manufacturer's Overstock & Salesmen's
Samples

Canadian Leather Coats
LEROY—The 6-foot Lion
Retail Value $100

Register Often At
Moorhead Rexall Drug

All Sizes and Styles
Men's & Women's Leather, Suede and Pigskin

Value to $200

FOR

$

59.95

MOORHEAD CENTER MALL
DOWNTOWN MOORHEAD

See Mr. Kasden, company sales
representative, at the

Phone 233-1529 For Prescriptions
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Drawing Held Oct. 20
Need Not Be Present To Win

Fargo Holiday Inn
Room 147

y
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variety is key to Dragon Daze

this week

By Leroy Anderson
Involvement and variety are Goodman-Koloc concert that
the key words to this year's night.
Dragon Daze, MSC
Saturday's events begin with
" W e w a n t Stage Band concert at 10 a.m. in
Oct. 11-13 — Twelfth Night, Concordia Theater, 8 p.m. H o m e c o m i n g .
Oct. 11 — Michael Dann, Homecoming speaker, "Our everyone to get involved," says the Union Lounge, and an
Gloria Kiel, Dragon Daze alumni brunch in the bag lunch
Wired Society," CA Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
coordinator, "Students, faculty, area of the Union.
Oct. 11 — Day the Earth Stood Still, SUPB films, Weld alumni, parents and the F-M
Auditorium, 9 p.m., 25 cents. Fantasy Festival, Part I.
community as well."
Half-time entertainment for
Oct. 11 — Hall and Danielson, Wooden Nickel, 9-12 p.m.,
the Dragon-UM Morris football
free..
In addition, the movie "The game is a clash between the two
Day
The Earth Stood Still" is t o p c o - e d i n t r a m u r a l f l a s h
Oct. 12 — Steve Goodman and Bonnie Koloc,
s h o w i n g i n W e l d H a l l football teams at Alex Nemzek
Homecoming Concert, Nemzek Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
Oct. 13 — Cartoons, SUPB films, CMU'Lounge, 10 a.m., Auditorium at 9 p.m. Thursday. field.

Both the ballroom and the
WOODEN
NICKEL
Coffeehouse are busy Saturday
night, with "Crimson and
Clover", a five-piece rock band,
in the ballroom and "Easy to
Remember", a three-piece folk
group, playing in the WOODEN
NICKEL beginning at 9 p.m.
Free games are also offered in
the Union Rec Rom all night.

free.
Oct. 13 — Carnival and Fair, CMU Ballroom, 12-2 p.m.
Oct. 13 — Lenus Carlson, F-M Symphony, Festival Hall,
NDSU, 8:15 p.m., free. Lenus Carlson graduated from
MSC in 1967 and has been singing nationally and
internationally ever since.
Oct. 13 — Crimson and Clover, Dance, CMU Ballroom, 9
p.m.

Friday afternoon offers
students a chance to get
involved both as individuals, as
in the frog jumping contest, and
in groups, as in the mattress
race, in which teams of students
lying down, pass a fellow
student perched atop the
Oct. 16 — Robert Bly, Poetry readings, Wooden Nickel, mattress, from one end of the
line to the other.
6:30 p.m. Sponsored by the English Club.

Oct. 16 — American Ballet Theatre, Series for the
Performing Arts, CA Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Oct. 17 — Walt Disney Festival, SUPB films, Weld
Auditorium, 7 and 9 p.m., 25 cents.

The MSC Stage Band
performs at 5 p.m. in the Union
Lounge building up to the

Uriah relieves your system of
heaps of accumulated waste

music

By Jeff Baenen
Have you about had it with
getting pounded into submission
every time you switch on your
stereo? Have you heared
enough songs that smash you
over .he head with all the
delicacy of a train wreck? Are
you a little tired of having Jim
Dandy shove his "Hot Rod" into
your face time and again? Are
you sick of fag bands? Are your
jivings with your droogs
starting to all sound the same
("Hey man, you hear about
weird Iggy ...?" or "Crazy
Bowie ... runnin' around stage
inna jockstrap" or "Wow man,
that freak Alice was nailed to a
cross in concert!")? Isn't it
about time to "mellow out"?
If you are bloated with the
constipated sounds of rock
music today (and who is not?),
then Sweet Freedom, Uriah
Heep's latest release, should
provide blessed relief. This
album is a guaranteed laxative
— thorough, gentle, and safe
when used as directed. No
longer must you suffer though
the painful enemas
administered by Don Maclean
or James Taylor. Now you can
let the Heep flush your system
of the poison that has been
slowly accumulating ever since
you began reading record
jackets and liner notes at sock
hops.

drain your head of all the
rock'n'roll rot that has been
festering there ever since you
first heard those four Liverpool
lads singing "I Wanna Hold
Your Hand"? Does every nerve
tingle as those spacy Heep
tunes flood your body? Do
David Byron's quavering vocals
and Ken Hensley's grinding
keyboards make you grit your
teeth as, in a spasm of ecstasy,
you vent yourself of all the crap
that has been clogging your
boogie bowels ever since you
attended your first rock concert
with rogue on your cheeks
(especially if you are male),
your first rock concert with
rogue on your cheeks
(especially if you are male).
Ahhhh-h-h-h!!!
Sweet Freedom is the
sweetest freedom that9 can be
purchased without a
prescription. This is the new,
improved Uriah Heep —
stronger and more effective
than ever before. The Heep has
always been available to
rock'n'roll addicts in such
powerful drugs as "Easy
Livin'," "Love Machine" and
"Spider Woman."

But Sweet Freedom, whether
in cassette, cartridge, or longplayer form, contains enough
potency to make all other
heavy-metal rockers seem
Just pour yourself a dose of about as intoxicating as a warm
Heep and let your cells go. Can can of near-beer. Every cut
you feel the music working to from "Dreamer" to "Pilgrim"

A lot ot guys wouldn't be
caught dead in shoes
like these.
But it's you other guys - the
ones who aren't afraid to let
people know where you
stand - you're the ones we
had in mind when we made
this fancy footwork.
So go ahead, get your
kicks - from Dexter.

is a flashback to other Heep
mindbenders such as "Sweet
Lorraine" and "Sunrise." You
will O.D. on the Heep's
hallucinating harmonies and
super studio effects. Wotta
rush!
Even though Warner
Brothers is now your connection
for Uriah Heep, the Heep can
still knock you to the floor and
make you enjoy every second of
it. The songs hit you like a
velvet sledgehammer —
smooth and silky, but hard and
sharp as diamonds. Sweet
Freedom will relieve the
cramps caused by most rock
groups, and it is twice as fast as
plain aspirin. Available at all
record stores. (Caution: Uriah
Heep may be habit-forming).

Dramatic design and a per
fect diamond make Keepsake
the perfect gift.

REGISTERED DIAMOND

RINGS

FARGO JEWELRY MFG. CO.
F orgo, N. Dak.

58102

Northport Shopping Center
Holiday Mall, Moorhead

FASHIONS
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Vanity's
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together
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One Hour Martinizing
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Kearney State womps MSC 28-15
By Jim Thielman
Moorhead State, shutout for
the first two periods, could not
overcome the 14-0 half-time
deficit and fell 28-15 to Kearney
State at Kearney, NB last
Saturday afternoon.

7 lead. Moorhead State back teams were intercepted once. find the Dragons facing the Morris. The Oct. 13 game will
Russ Henegar (jr-Bismarck)
U n i v e r s i t y o f M i n n e s o t a - begin at 2 p.m. at Alex Nemzek
fumbled and Kearney
Next weeks' homecoming will
Field.
recovered in Dragon territory.
Burke then scored his second
touchdown of the game on a 27yard run.

MSC harriers place 3rd

After a scoreless first period,
Had it not been for the two
Kearney erupted for two first half Kearney scores,
touchdowns in the second Moorhead may have found
quarter that staked them to a themselves a winner as
14-0 lead. Freshman back Dave Henegar redeemed himself in
Burke opened the scoring with a the closing minutes with a two20-yard run followed by a 66- yard plunge that closed the
yard break-away from his scoring.
freshman counterpart, Jeff
Bolin.
The Kearney defense held the
Dragons to 213 total yards, 129
Bolin added a 37-yard pass in the air and 84 on the ground
reception from quarterback while Kearney ate up 407 yards
Scott Maline in the middle of the against the Moorhead defense.
third period to move Kearney to Kearney beat Moorhead in first
a 21-0 lead. Moorhead came downs as well tallying 18 to the
back as quarterback Dan Dragon's 12 downs.
Woodbury (sr-White Bear
Lake) flipped a pass to tight end
Kearney, though thought to be
Lee Ecklund (sr-Isle) for an a passing team, threw only 10
eight-yard scoring play.
times and completed a
remarkable 70 per cent. The
Kearney then took advantage Dragons went to the air 22 times
of a Dragon miscue to gain a 28- with 10 completions.
Both

intramurals
A coed pass, punt and kick tournament will be held Oct. 30. The
teams will consist of two men and two women. It will be held at
Alex Nemzek Field.
The cross-country meet scheduled for Oct. 24 at the Maple River
Golf Club, has now been divided into two separate meets. In one all
men will be running. The other will be coed, with four men and four
women on each team.
The rule for flash football concerning expulsion from the league
states a team with two forfeits is no longer in competition. Teams
with one forfeit are advised not to miss any more games.

By Ron Fideldy
The Dragon harriers fell to a
highly regarded St. Cloud State
team at the Bemidji State
Invitational cross country meet
Oct. 5. St. Cloud took five of the
top 11 spots for a low score of 46,
while MSC tallied 84 points for
third, three points behind St.
Johns. Following the Dragons
in the ten-team field were the
University of Manitoba-89,
Mankato State-100, Bemidji
State 135, University of North
Dakota-169, University of
Minnesota-Duluth-176,
Macalester-237, and Michigan
Tech.-250. With a meet record
of 2-2, the Dragons now have
beaten 23 of 26 opposing teams.
John Tiemann (so-St. Paul)
and Ron Fideldy (sr-Osseo) led
the squad by placing sixth and
seventh in a field of eighty
runners. This is the fourth time
that Tiemann and Fideldy have
finished in consecutive places,
and both recorded their best 5mile times of the season at 26:21
and 26:27. Mike Francis (jrAustin) and Bob Berschied (jrGrey Eagle) also finished
together at 21st and 22nd, while
Pat Hanlon (fr-Bagley) rounded
out the scoring at 28th.

ACTIVITY

REGISTRATION

Flash Football
Coed
Men
Golf Tournament
Tennis Tournament
One Goal Basketball
3 on 3
Coed Volleyball
Coed Cross-Country Meet

Sept. 10-14
Sept. 10-14
Sept. 24
Sept. 24
Oct. 15-19
Oct. 15-19
Oct. 24

The Dragons play MinnesotaMorris which holds a 0-2 record
in the NIC. The Morris team
should be seeking revenge
against MSC since the Dragon
holds a 5-3-0 edge in their ninth
annual meeting.

outstanding wide receiver Steve
Long.
Long has caught 11
passes for 177 yards. This is an
average of 16.1 yards per catch.
Although Morris has a young
team their defense and running
attack must not be overlooked.
A veteran secondary stars three
defensive backs of Ron
Simmons, Dean Ogg and Scott
Grumst. They also have two
good running backs.
These
positions are filled by freshman
Dennis Joyner and junior Ron
Wicker, who is ranked 4th in the
conference in rushing. Wicker
has gained 205 yards pushing
and scored twice.
The game on Saturday will be
a good one. The match-up of
two fine offensive teams and
young defenses should leave a
lot to the imagination.

Flash football sometimes results in tackle football instead of touch.

Photo by Craig McEwen

MSC wrestling
meeting set

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

17
18
24
1

Oct. 22
Oct. 22
Oct. 24
Blue

Won Lost
0
4
0
'4
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0

1
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
4

Big Cats
Dakins
Commandoes
3rd Snarr
Slime Devils
Booba's Mice
Green
Baby Rapers
Mercenaries
No Names
10th Riders
Gazoo's
Ripper

White

Red

Won Lost
Spartans
Cheetahs
Rangers
Bailers
Rats
Maurauders

By Larry Nicholson
The Oct. 13,1973 homecoming
game for Moorhead State
College should be a most
interesting one.

COMPETITION BEGINS

Coed
US
Rangers
TKE
Hot FlashesCold Streaks
Crushers
Snarffs
Friends
Dirty Dozen
Warm Fuzzies
Lawn Moers
Hustlers
Hells Warriors

UMM next Dragon foe

The young Morris squad is
headed by first year coach A1
Molde. Under his command, he
has young quarterback Craig
Rasmussen who is ranked
second in the NIC passing
department. Rasmussen has
completed 29 out of 43 passes for
a total of 336 yards. He has an
excellent average of 168 yards
per game. This powerful air
attack is complemented by

A meeting for all interested in
Moorhead State College
wrestling will be held in
Listed below is fall quarter's scheduled intramural events and Nemzek 107 tonight at 7:30 p.m.,
according to Coach Bill
flash football standings through Oct. 9.
Garland.
Tennis tournament results will appear in next week's paper.

John Tiemann was happy
with his performance. "The
hilly terrain and strong wind
didn't bother me very much,
and I was able to run easily. If I
can run like this at the NIC
meet, I should be able to handle
Nelson." Mark Nelson of St.
Head coach Ken Bladow was Cloud was the highest NIC
slightly disappointed after the finisher at fourth place.
race. "I had hoped that we
Dragons will compete in the
could have been closer to St.
Cloud. At least now we know UND Invitational at Grand
Forks Oct. 13.
how we stand."

Dragon assistant coach Clint
Chamberlin led all finishers by
clocking a 25:08.
Running
unattached, the former AllAmerican crushed the college
division champ by seventy
yards.

4

(defunct)

tKE
Owls
Vets
Sig Tau
PSE

Abuser

(defunct)
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women s sports now in full swing
By Gayle Cossette
The Moorhead State College
women's field hockey team will
host Bemidji State College, 10
a.m. Saturday, in what Coach
Margy Shaffer calls "definitely
the toughest game of the
season."

The field hockey team also
hosts Concordia 4 p.m.
Tuesday.

The women's intercollegiate
So far the team has a 1-0-1
volleyball
team will also see
record.
They beat the
University of NorthDakota 11-0, some action this week. They
and tied South Dakota State play at the University of
Minnesota-Morris Friday night,
University 2-2.
and host Mayville 6:30 p.m.
Nineteen girls went out for Tuesday.
field hockey this year, the
biggest turnout ever, according
to Shaffer. The whole front line
Both the A and B volleyball
and the goalie are veterans, but teams beat Concordia on their
the defense is made up largely own court in their first game
of new players.
this season Oct. 1. The A squad
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i;
li
ii
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ii
ii

won in two games, 15-12 and 154, the B squad in three. Both
teams hosted Concordia
yesterday.
Coach Donella Palmer says of
her predominantly new team,
"so far, so good."
Dean Eileen Hume's tennis
team wraps up their season
Tuesday with the Minn-Kota
Tournament, 1 p.m. at
Concordia.
The tennis team participated
in four other meets this year
including one Tuesday at UND,
and one at Concordia Oct. 4 in
which MSC took two singles and
two doubles.

BAIL BONDS

Municipal -District - Federal

i;
s
s

w

s
s

s
ANYWHERE--ANYTIME
s
CALL
(24 HOURS) s
232 2509"

BOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
302 N Univ. Dr. Fargo

s

s

Kathy Sandeen, (sr-Moorhead) and Tudy Fowler, (jr-Fargo) are
two of the field hockey players for MSC.

Free
Pies
for the whole family

s

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$<j$

Here s a great dessert treat . . . the famous Embers individual
pies. Fourteen delicious varieties to choose from.
Simply clip the coupon below and bring it — along with your
party.
We will give each person in your party a free pie (or dessert of
your choice) with each dinner or sandwich ordered.
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LANES
LOUNGE
STEAKHOUSE
Dial 233-6153 o r 233-2778
Highway 75 North — Moorhead

OCT. 21

With this coupon the Embers will furnish a free pie (or choice
of a dessert) to the bearer and those who accompany him
(her) to our restaurant. One individual pie or dessert will be
provided for each dinner or sandwich item ordered from the
Embers menu.
Coupon must accompany your request and is not usable with
any other coupon or offer.

Smfcdt-

FU£ MAKTLAMJ ' "

SUNSETi

HURRY . . . OFFiR ENDS

MAIN AVE. & 1-29
FARGO

OPEN 24 HOURS
This Week Featuring

Bob Becker
And The Poor Boys
WE ALSO HAVE:

A FULL MENU
OPEN BOWLING
DAILY AND WEEKENDS
A Big Welcome To All 18-year-olds
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
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Inursday, 5 p.m. Mens

former Dragon
to be honored
Honuxioming 1973 will mean
something extra-special for
alumnus Ralph Henry Smith.
The 1929 graduate will return to
Moorhead State College for the
weekend festivities to be
inducted into the Dragon Hall of
Fame.
Smith was a three-year
letterman for the Dragons in
football as a pulling guard. In
his final year as a Dragon, 1928,
Smith was the team captain of
that seasons conference
champions. All-Conference
laurels also were bestowed on
Smith that season.
Although football played a
major part in Smith's college
life, he found time for varied
outside interests. Among these
were; member of Order of
Owls, captain of the debating
team, MiSTiC staff reporter,
member of Alpha Psi Omega
(Drama Society) and a student
senator.
After a very successful
college career at MSC, Smith
went on to continue his
education at the University of
Southern California Graduate
School gaining academic
honors.

Team 4
Team 1
Team 2
Team 3

rec news

Eagles
Rovers
King Pin

4
3
2

4
3
6

Teams 2
Lucky Strike
Pin Pusher
Team 4
Teaml

5
5
5
4
3

Lost
3
3
5
4
5

Team 3

2

6

Monday, 7 p.m. Mixed
Won

The Hall of Fame, which was
created in the early 1960's has
eight members.
Members
already inducted into the Hall of
Fame are Jim Gotta, Elmer
Johnson, Horance Eklund,
Ernest Gates, Neil Wohlwend,
Alex Nemzek, H. J. Erickson
and Marco Gotta.
Smith will be recognized as
the newest member of the
Dragon Hall- of Fame during
halftime of the . MinnesotaMorris — MSC football game
Saturday.

Loozers
Strik

4
2

4
6

7
6
5
3
2
1

1
2
3
5
6
7

7
6
6
3
1
1

1
2
2
5
7
7

7
6
4
3
2
2

1
2
4
5
6
6

Wednesday, 5 p.m. Mens
Black Hawks
Burgers
Paraphanalia
Keglers
Vemekeme
Liners
_

Greek League
Monday, 9 p.m. Mixed
Ding Bats
Split Personalities
Oh Shit
Odd Couples
Minn. 650

7
5
5
2
2

1
3
3
6
6

Tuesday, 7 p.m. Womens
Team 1
The Collies
Scubby-Do's
Snarrks
BSOC
1 Tappa Kegga

TKE
PSE
Sig Tau 1
Sig Tau 11
Owls
Circle K
Wednesday, 9 p.m. Mens

6
5
4
4
4
1

2
3
4
4
4
7

Team 2
FFF
Team 1
Whiskey 7's
Highballers
Road Apples

2
4
5

2

6

Thursday, 9 p.m. Mixed

Oct. 13, from 9-12 p.m., it is Union night at Comstock Memorial
Union. Featured on this night are free games in the Recreation
With schooling over, Smith Center..
became a high school principal
Here are the high series bowlers for last week's bowling leagues.
and coach. In his spare time
Smith also did some refereeing. Bill Wenberg, 470; Gordy Nygard, 523; Debbie Saxe, 434; Debbie
Kratz, 457; Dave Weiby, 591; Mark Engelstad, 550; Kevin
Smith has also held the job as Crummy, 508; Keith Thompson, 628; Kevin Hammer, 502, and
fund director for the Greater Tracy Kihl, 532.
Washington, D.C. division of the
Tuesday, 9 p.m. Womens
United Fund. This position is Monday, 5 p.m. Mixed
Splits
6
2
considered the top United Fund Burnouts & Flames
Rum & Cokes
6
5
3
2
position in the United States.
Rangers
4
Wenigstens
4
4
4
Now retired Smith is still
active in MSC Alumni affairs.

6
4
3

Holy Balls
Horny Rollers
G. R.Jinxes
Team 5
Hard Core
Hovers

7

1

6
5

2
3
5
6

3
2
l

Coed

Won
wor

7

Rangers
US
Hot FlashesCold Streaks
Dirty Dozen
Crushers
Snarfs
Friends
Warm Fuzzies
Lawn Moers
Hustlers
Men
Red

5
4

Lost
0
1

4
4
3
2
2
2
0
0

1
1
2
3
3
3
5
5

TKE
Owls
Vets
PSE

6
5
3
3

0
1
3
3

6
5
3
3
1

0
1
3
3
5

6
5
4
2

0
1
2
4

6
5
4
2
1
0

0
1
2
4
5
6

White
Spartans
Cheetah's
Rangers
Bailers
Rats
Blue
Big Cats
Dakins
Commandoes
3rdSnarr
Green
Baby Rippers
Mercenaries
No Names
10th Riders
Gazoo's
Rippers

fuzzy
sueded
snug

warm
woolly
bulky
plaid
leather
long
short

The money you save today—
could bring you a fun tomorrow.
Just think of the great times you can have.
Like a late night pizza, oozing with hot melted
cheese. Or a wild night on the town. Maybe it's a
special gift for someone you love. Or a new
album for yourself. Whatever you have in mind,
shop the participating Co-op stores and save 10
per cent to 40 per cent. Then go out and make
tomorrow a day to remember.

Remember:
The more you use it ...
the better it works.

&

L

SEE

•

Electronics
West Acres

FOR ALL YOUR ELECTRONIC NEEDS

f

want ads
PERSONAL— Freshman looking
for physical relationships with
Freshwoman. Call 236-2551.
PERSONAL: If you won't let me
do it, Greg, would you please shave
your legs yourself.
PERSONAL: Eating brownies on
a Sunday afternoon just doesn't go.
Does it, Dube?
PERSONAL: Dear Pat: I started
to realize that I do kincbmiss the cat
glasses and the red light bulb that
hung around your neck. Love, J.E.
REWARD — Cash for your
electric toy trains. A complete set or
condition is not important. Call the
train man 233-5510.
REPUBLICAN STUDENTS! The
MSC Republican Club will meet at 7
p.m. tonight in Student Union 226.
Interested students are encouraged
to attend.
FOR SALE: Poloroid Colorpack
ll-shoots black and white and color.
Excellent condition. Phone 233-1437
after 6 p.m.

Rhinelander
Premium Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

WANTED

By The f.b.i.
(Female Body Inspectors)

Dumb Kluck
Slickest Chick In
The West

PARTICIPATE! Stay on campus
this weekend for Homecoming —
don't miss all the excitement and
fun!
FREE: Wedding proofs and
negatives. For professional quality
with amature prices call 236-1541.
FOR SALE: Popcorn balls at
Spurs homecoming booth. 12-2 p.m.
on Oct. 13 in CMU Ballroom.
DEAR M.D.B.L.: Stop wondering
and contemplating, and give it a try.
"B." and "N."
BE SURE to attend the carnival
Saturday in the Ballroom.
NICHOLSON FOR MAYOR:
Remember to register and vote Nov.
6, 1973.

rdyc IT

WDAY " P A R T Y - L I N E "
broadcasts from the CMU Lounge at
3 p.m. today.

official bulletin

REPUBLICANS MEET — Clay
County Attorney Paul Grinnell will
speak at the MSC Republican
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Student
Union 226.
WANTED: Concerned students to
help with MPIRG petition drive,
Tuesday, Oct. 16, CMU Activities
Room.
LOST: One N.T. Greek textbook
and class notebook. Neither has any
resale value. Please return to
Advocate Office in Student Union.

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except tor
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don EngberB/
Registrar

FOR SALE! Bundy flute in
excellent condition. For information
call 236-3269.
WANTED: Interested students to
help with MPIRG petition drive,
Tuesday, Oct. 16, 7:30 p.m., CMU
Activities Room.

FREE DANCE — Saturday at 9
FRIDAY CONCERT! "A crystal p.m. in CMU Ballroom. "Crimson 8,
voice with astonishing range". Don't Clover", sponsored by SUPB.
miss Bonnie Koloc!

MID-TERM: Friday, October 12, is mid-term date for the Fall 1973
quarter. Instructors should request forms at the Office of Admissions and
Records to notify students who have Academic Deficiendies at this time.

++++++++++++++++++++

GRADUATION APPLICATIONS: Friday, October 12, is deadline for
submitting graduation, applications for Fall Quarter 1973.

++++++++++++++++++++

SPRING 1974 STUDENT TEACHERS: A meeting will be held in Biology
Hall room 110 at 4:00 P.M. on Monday, October 15 for potential Spring
quarter student teachers to discuss applications, which will be due at the end
"f Fall Quarter 1973. This is for people in Traditional Elementary, Special
Fields and Secondary Majors.

TWO FREE DANCES
BONNIE KOLOC
STEVE GOODMAN
MICHAEL DANN
F O O T B A L L
CONTESTS

5C Reward
W A R N I N G :

I s

considered extremely
dangerous. May be armed
with squirt gun or 2 38's.
Often wears disguises and
poses as new man.

CARNIVAL
DISPLAYS
RACES
IT'S ALL PART OF DRAGON DAZE . . .
A HOMECOMING DESIGNED FOR YOU!
Attend MSC
Dragon Daze!
Thursday, October 11 — Emphasis Day: "Communications Awareness"
10a.m. -6 p.m.— Displays and Booths, CMU Lounge.
— quadrasonic tape deck for listening, balcony chairs.
— old radio tapes on cassette
— old film of post-television programs
— color cameras, color studio, color monitors (see yourself on T.V.)
— police scanner
— computer
— hologram, laster beam pictures
— four-way T. V. receiver
— Sony display (portable color televisions)
— telephone company display by Northwestern Bell
3 p.m. — WDAY "Party-line," CMU Lounge.
7:30 p.m. — Michael Dann (CBS), Speaker, "Our Wired Socie'v," CA
Auditorium.

DOWNTOWN FARG<»
ANDWEST ACRES

Friday, October 12
3 p.m.— Games and races (Tug-O-War, west side of Union).
3:30 p.m. — First Arinual Frog Competition, Center Mall (CMU Lounge if

rained out).
4:15 p.m. — Great Frisbee Fly-In, Open area east of Dahl Ha 111.
4:45 p.m. — Sleeping bag races, Center Mall5:15 p.m. —Mattress race, between Library and Kise.
5 p.m. — Stagehand Concert, CMU Lounge.
8 p-m. _ steve Goodman and Bonnie Koloc, Concert, Featuring
"An Old Friend", Nemzek Fieldhouse.
Saturday, October 13
10 a.m. — Stagehand Concert, CMU Lounge.
10a.m. — Bike race, Moorhead to Sabin and back.
11 a.m. — Alumni brunch, Bag Lunch Room.
12-2 p.m. — Carnival, CMU Ballroom.
— games
— jail
— displays
— karate demonstrations
— food
— roving television reporter
— etc.
2 p.m. — Homecoming Football game, MSC vs. UM Morris, Halftime show (toP tw0 co-ed flash football teams)
9 p.m. — "Crimson and Clover," Dance, CMU Ballroom.
9 p.m. — Hall and Danielson, Wooden Nickel.
9 p.m. — Union Night, Free games in Recreation Center.

HEY GUYS!

EVERY
TUESDAY NIGHT
AT THE

^

DIRTY BIRD
Junction of Hwy. 10 & 75

The Bird's The Word'

